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Welcome to be our partners! 

 

This manual introduces account registration, device debugging, APP publishing, app store management, device 

customization, device management and provide other related guidance of partners platform for you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shanghai Sunmi Technology Co., Ltd. 

Address: Room 605, 7 KIC, 388 Songhu Road, Yangpu District, Shanghai, China. 

Website: http://www.sunmi.com 

Service Hotline: 400-902-1168 
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1 Registration 

1.1 Registration Process 
1. Enter http://partner.sunmi.com. Go to ‘Register’. It is recommended to open the partners platform with Google browser. 

 

2. After clicking “Register”, a dialog box will pop up. Please fill in the email information and complete the account 

registration. 

 
3. The system will prompt that an activation email has been sent to the email you filled in when you registered. Please 

click "Immediately check email" to activate the account. 
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4. Please click "Activate account" in the email. (If you cannot receive the email, please check your spam or trash folder to 

find it.) 
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5. Log in partners platform after activation and then complete the relevant company information. (All fields must be filled 

in correctly and completely) 

Click “Complete the Information” and select the account type according to the prompt. For individuals, please upload your 

ID document picture and phone number; for companies, please upload the copy of the document that can prove your 

business has been duly registered, company bank account information and the applicator’s contact number. Click “Submit” 

after uploading all the materials. 

The system will review the materials automatically, which means the review usually will be done once you submitted. 

Once the review is done, you can enter the Partners Platform. (*It’s currently not available for overseas clients to apply for 

individual accounts.) 
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6. Please choose Nation/Region, and select Company, then click next step 
 

7. Please complete company information, including Company full name & short name, business address, and Company 

documents, then click Submit. 
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8. The system will automatically review the materials and it completes the reviewing immediately if the materials are all 

correct. Please make corresponding modifications if the following prompt appears. 
 

9. After you submit all the information, a manual review process will be carried out. After being reviewed, you can log in 

the partners platform with the registered account. 
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2 Partner Roles 

2.1 A Description of Partner Roles 

The chapter above describes the processes for requesting partner roles and currently we have 3 different types of 

partners. 

⚫ Channel partner (Master account) 

You can invite your customers to register partner sub accounts so that they can publish apps and manage their 

devices through the platform. You can develop apps compatible to our devices, manage your own app store, 

control which apps you want to show on the app store, or upload apps. The uploaded apps can appear on your 

own app store without our approval. At the same time, it has the functions of device customization, remote 

management of devices, sub account management and operator management. 

⚫ Channel partner (Sub-account) 

You can manage your own app store, control which apps you want to show on the app store, or upload apps. 

The uploaded apps can appear in your own app store without our approval. We can review and decide whether 

the app can be downloaded in other app store by default, but you can also set your own apps not to appear in 

other app stores. At the same time, it has the functions of device customization, remote management of devices 

and operator management. There are two types of sub accounts: controlled sub accounts and cooperative sub 

accounts. Refer to 7.3 sub account management for details. 

⚫ APP Developer 

You can develop apps compatible to our devices and upload them to our app library, which can be downloaded 

by users once we reviewed them. 

All our partners can register partner accounts on our official website and have their own operation platform. In 

principle, each device will be bound to a partner account before delivery. We will provide control services for 

some functions and permissions based on the types of partners. 

Note: after you registered, if the login interface is as follows, please complete the relevant information and apply for 

authentication. 
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3 Device Management 

3.1 My Devices 

3.1.1Device Overview 
In the device overview, you can view the SN, ROM version, which account the device belongs to, active time and other 

information of the device under your channel, thanks to which you can get the basic device stats under your channel for a 

quicker and more convenient device data collection and analysis. 

Viewing steps: click Device - > My Device - > Device Overview 

*The location information of the device will be updated when the device is restarted, and the location change within 5km 

will not be updated. 

 

3.1.2 Device Map 
You can monitor the distribution of channel devices at any time through the platform. Device Map shows the number and 

model of the devices in the current region in the form of map, so as to help you realize precision marketing according to 

business needs. 

Viewing steps: click Device - > My Device - > Device Map 

Note: our devices can locate their current geographical location through mobile network / Wi-Fi or GPS, and synchronize 

the collected data to the partners platform. 

You can switch the device searching way either by Address or SN in the upper left corner. 

(1)Check the device distribution in this area according to the Address search; 

(2)Search the location of the specified device on the map and the distribution of device around this one according to SN. 

You can search for devices according to All Models in the upper right corner. 
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If you are prompted with "Sorry, your device has not been located yet" when using Device Map, it may be caused by the 

following reasons: 

1. The device is not bound to your partner account; 

2. The device is not activated for use and cannot obtain the device location; 

3. There is a delay in obtaining the device location information. Check it later. 

3.1.3 Device Examination 
Device examination can view the details of the hardware inspection examination report of the devices in your channel, so as 

to know which device has abnormality and specific abnormality details for analysis and handling. 

Viewing steps: click Device - > Device Examination 

Note: 

1. The device examination is the reported information of the POS Steward on the device; 

2. The data of the device examination shall be uploaded after the examination is completed and over Wi-Fi, otherwise the 

data cannot be displayed. 
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3.1.4 System Log Task Management 

This page is the device system log management, including device reporting log and obtaining device log tasks, of which 

the device reporting log counts the active report logs of the device and obtaining device log tasks provides you with the 

ability to obtain device logs. After the task is issued, the operations on the device will be recorded as logs and uploaded to 

the partners platform; (The data on this page is hidden by default, to view the data, please contact your sales reps for 

opening up if necessary.) 

Operation instructions for device reporting log: 

1. Records will be generated only after the device reports the log, otherwise the list is empty; 

2. You can enter SN to search logs, or filter logs according to the model and reporting date range; 

3. Click Download Log to download the log reported by the device. Click Set Log Task to move to the Get Device Log 

page to set the task and obtain the log; 
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Instructions for obtaining device log: 

1. Records will be generated only after the log task is distributed in the platform, otherwise the list is empty; 

2. You can enter SN to search logs, or filter logs according to the model and reporting date range; 

3. Click the New Task in the upper right corner to set the start time and end time of the task, as well as the file size limit 

and SN, and issue the log capture task to the device; 

4. After the task is issued, you can click Forced Termination to end the log task if needed; 
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3.2 App Store 

You have an app store managed by yourselves, which can realize the following functions: whether to allow the installation 

of the third-party apps, controlling of adding or removing apps, application automatic startup, application default startup 

and application protection from being ended by the system. 

3.2.1 App List 
Viewing steps: click My Device - > App List 

 

3.2.2 Apply for Enabling Whitelist Mode 

Each channel partner has a limited number of blacklists in app store, and apps that do not need to be displayed on the app 

store can be placed on the blacklist. The initial limit of a blacklist is 50, and for every approved App, the blacklist limit 

will be increased by 30. The maximum limit is 1500. 

If the app number of a blacklist is not enough, please try the followings: 

1. There is a blacklist showing the limit in the upper right corner of the app store interface. Please click the question mark 

on the right side of the limit; 

 
2. Put the mouse over the question mark, the specific information will be displayed, and then click Apply for Enabling 

Whitelist Mode; 
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3. After clicking, a pop-up window will show up. Please fill in the corresponding information according to the pop-up 

content and submit it. 

 

Note: 

Each device has a built-in app store, and users can download and install apps from the app store according to business 

needs. If you haven’t enabled Allow the third-party to install on the partners platform, the device only allows apps to be 

downloaded and installed through App store by default, and other methods for installing cannot be realized such as 

Bluetooth reception, web page download, etc. If this option is enabled, the device will not limit the installation method of 

the apps. 

Setting steps: enter Device - > Device Configuration - > General Settings, Enable / disable allow the third-party to install 

(Please note that this function only affects non-payment devices. For the sake of transaction security, P series devices are 

only allowed to download and install apps from SUNMI app store.) 
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3.2.3 App Management 
Once your partner account enabled the whitelist function, there will be unlimited blacklist quota. It is recommended to add 

all apps to the blacklist first, and then remove the apps you need to use from the blacklist. 

Note: only apps compatible to the model bound to channel will appear on our app store. For example, if there is only T1 

under your channel, then only apps applicable to T1 will appear on the store. 

 

3.2.4 App Auto Installation and Update 

App Auto Installation 

1. Select the option Auto Install Over Wi-Fi. 
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Examples: 

When the device is using 

Wi-Fi 

When the device is using mobile data 

Auto downloading and 

installation 

1)A confirmation window will pop up when turning on 

data saving mode; 

A. Click Remind Next Time and it will prompt again 

1h later; 

B. Click I Agree or 60s Countdown and it will start 

downloading and installation; 

Manual consent is required for auto downloading and 

installation for the app store of version 6.2.5 and 

above; 

2) Auto downloading and installation will start when 

turning off the data saving mode. 

 

2. Select the option Auto Install Over Wi-Fi or Mobile Data; 

 
Examples: 

When the device is using Wi-Fi When the device is using mobile data 

Auto downloading and installation 1)Auto downloading and installation 

will start when turning on the data 

saving mode 

2)Auto downloading and installation 

will start when turning off the data 

saving mode 

 

3. Auto installation option is not selected on the platform. 
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Examples 

⚫ Manually click Install to download and install the app on the terminal. 

App Auto Update 

1. Select the option Auto Update Over Wi-Fi; 

 
Examples: 

When the device is using Wi-Fi When the device is using mobile data 

1）Auto downloading and update will 

start when the app is not used; 

2）A confirmation window will pop up 

when the app is being used: 

➢ Click Remind Next Time and it will 

prompt again 1h later; 

➢ Click I Agree or 60s Countdown 

and it will start downloading and 

update; 

 

1)When turning on the data saving mode 

A. A confirmation window will pop up 

when the app is not used: 

➢ Click Update and it will start 

downloading and update 

➢ Click Not Update Now or Remind 

1h Later and it will prompt again 

1h later; 

B. A Downloading Confirmation 

window will pop up first and then the 

Update Confirmation window when the 

app is being used; 

➢ Click Update and it will start 

downloading and update; 

➢ Click Not Update Now or Remind 

1h Later and it will prompt again 

1h later; 
2)When turning off the data saving 

mode 
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A. Auto downloading and update will 

start when the app is not used; 

B. A confirmation window will pop up 

when the app is being used; 

➢ Click Remind Next Time and it will 

prompt again 1h later; 

➢ Click I Agree or 60s Countdown 

and it will start downloading and 

update; 

 

2. Select the option Auto Update Over Wi-Fi or Mobile Data. 

 
Examples: 

When the device is using Wi-Fi When the device is using mobile data 

1) Auto downloading and update will 

start when the app is not used; 

2) A confirmation window will pop up 

when the app is being used: 

➢ Click Remind Next Time and it will 

prompt again 1h later; 

➢ Click I Agree or 60s Countdown 

and it will start downloading and 

update; 

1)When turning on the data saving mode 

A. Auto downloading and update will 

start when the app is not used; 

B. A confirmation window will pop up 

when the app is being used: 

➢ Click Remind Next Time and it will 

prompt again 1h later; 

➢ Click I Agree or 60s Countdown 

and it will start downloading and 

update; 

2)When turning off the data saving 

mode: 

A. Auto downloading and update will 

start when the app is not used; 

B. A confirmation window will pop up 

when the app is being used: 

➢ Click Remind Next Time and it will 

prompt again 1h later; 

➢ Click I Agree or 60s Countdown 

and it will start downloading and 

update; 

 

3. Auto update option is not selected on the platform. 

 

When the device is using Wi-Fi When the device is using data 

1)Auto downloading and update will 

start when turning on auto update; 

2)Manually click update when turning 

off auto update. 

1)When turning on auto update, 

A. Auto downloading and update will 

start when turning off the data saving 

mode; 
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B. When turning on the data saving 

mode, 

➢ Click Update and it will start 

downloading and update 

➢ Click Not Update Now or Remind 

1h Later and it will prompt again 

1h later; 

2)Manually click Update when turning 

off auto update. 

 

Forced Update 

The app will start update directly without prompt if there’s a new version. 

 

Open the App After Update 

The App will be automatically opened after being updated. 

3.2.5 App Default Startup 

You can also choose auto-start apps, which will auto start once the device starts to ensure the prioritized operations of your 

business app. 

Setting steps: in "Device" - > "System Customization" - > "Default Startup", you can set different default startup apps 

according to the model. 

Note: only one app can be set for default startup for each model, and the selected app will be automatically set as 

automatic installation; and the device user will not be able to uninstall the default startup app from the device. 
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How to initiate app default startup: after setting the app as the default startup in the background, the devices must be shut 

down first and then powered on to realize this function. You can view the default app in Device - > App Store - > App List. 

 
How to cancel the app default startup: in "System Customization" - > "Default Startup", you can click the delete icon to 

cancel the app default startup function. 
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3.3 System Customization 

You can implement some customization features of your devices through partners platform, including customizing boot 

animation, launcher customization, wallpaper customization, super permissions, default input method, default startup, 

Kiosk mode, and application lock. 

3.3.1 My Boot Animation 

You can customize the devices’ boot animation. At present, SUNMI logo on the first and second screens of the boot 

animation is preset into the system and cannot be removed, but you can add custom images or animation on the third 

screen. 

Setting steps: click "My Boot Animation" in "Device" and select the corresponding model. You can refer to the image making rules 

below the button to make boot animation for different models, then click "Select Image" or "Select Zip File" to submit the customized 

animation, and click "Apply to the Selected Device". 

The following describes the method of making boot animation by selecting images of each model: 

Boot Animation Making Rule for V1s: 

1. Image format: PNG 

2. Image size: 720*1280px;  

3. Image size: no more than 20K for a single one;  

4. Image name: 001，002……059  

5. Image number: no more than 60 images 

Boot Animation Making Rule for V2PRO 

1. Image format: PNG  

2. Image size: 720*1440px  

3. Image size: no more than 20K for a single one;  

4. Image name: 001，002……059  

5. Image number: no more than 60 images  

Boot Animation Making Rule for T1/T2/T2lite/S2: 

1. Image format: PNG  

2. Image size: 1920*1080px  

3. Image size: no more than 20K for a single one;   

4. Image name: 001，002……059  

5. Image number: no more than 60 images 

How does it work? 

1. First, reboot your device. At this time, it will not display the boot animation you uploaded, but it will trigger the 

request, download and finish configuration of the animation; 

2. After booting, wait for about half a minute to download these images; 

3. Reboot the device again, now you can see the boot animation you uploaded. 
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3.3.2 Launcher Customization 

You can upload a custom launcher to replace the default SUNMI launcher for your devices. 

Setting steps: 

1. Click “Device” - > “System Customization” - > “Desktop DIY”; 

2. Click the blue button on the right side of the corresponding model; 

3. Select your APK files; 

4. The settings are completed after uploading, and the device will synchronize the cloud settings under normal network 

conditions; 

5. You can click the gray button on the right to remove the custom launcher to restore the default launcher;  

 
Note: you need to develop a launcher app for this setting. 

How does it work? 

1. First, reboot your device. This time the device will not display the launcher you uploaded, but it will trigger the 

request, download and install the launcher. 

2. Wait for some minutes to download and install the launcher; 

3. You can check in the “Setting” - > “App Management” to see whether it has been installed; 

4. After the app has been installed, it will not directly set as default launcher, until you hit your home button. 

 

3.3.3 Wallpaper Customization 
Setting steps: click "Device" - > "Wallpaper DIY", select wallpaper according to the model, and then click "Preview" in 

the lower right corner or directly click "Publish". 

The picture specifications shall comply with the followings: 

V1/M1: optimum effect：720*1280；size: <350KB；format: PNG； 

T1：optimum effect：1920*1080；size：<500KB；format：PNG； 
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How does it work? 

The device will download new wallpapers when it is started or restarted. 

3.3.4 Super Permissions 

This function enables the specified app to obtain higher system permissions in your device. While 

ensuring that your business can enjoy the convenience brought by the custom system, it can also avoid 

a large amount of cost and time required for custom development. 

Note: by default, only a small number of permissions will be opened to users. If users have more needs, you need to click 

the lower right corner button to apply for more permissions. 

 

Setting steps: 

1. Click "Device" - > "Super Permissions", then click "+" to select the app that have been uploaded;  

2. Select the required super permissions and check the desired model. 

Note: 

1. If the device does not take effect after setting, please restart the specified app or restart the system and try again. 
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2. The super permissions function can only take effect on non-payment devices currently. 

 

 

Avoid Low Memory Killer: 

You can also set up protected apps to prevent apps from being automatically closed by the system when the device runs 

too many apps and memory resources are insufficient, so as to ensure that the business is not affected. The principle is to 

adjust the ADJ of the apps and improve its priority to avoid being closed by LMK. 

Note: check "□" on the device to manually clean up the memory or crossing out the app will close it. 

Setting steps: in "Super Permissions", click "Choose App", then select "Avoid Low Memory Killer", then select "Model" 

at the bottom, and finally click "Save & Effect". Select the app to be protected. Only one app can be set as a protected app 

for each model. 
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3.3.5 Default Input Method 
This function provides you with the ability to set the device input method. You can complete the setting by uploading the 

input method app to the corresponding model; 

Setting steps: 

1. Click the blue button on the right side of the corresponding model; 

2. Select the desired input method APK files; 

3. The settings are completed after uploading, and the device will synchronize the cloud settings under normal 

network conditions; 

4. You can click the gray button on the right to remove the custom desktop to restore the default input method; 

 

3.3.6 Default Auto Startup 
This function provides you with the ability to set the app to run automatically at startup. You can set the default auto 

startup app for the corresponding model; 

Setting steps: 

1. Click the blue button on the right side of the corresponding model; 

2. Select the desired default startup app; 

3. The setting will be completed after selection; 

4. After uploading, the app will operate automatically after the device is turned on; 

5. After uploading, the introduction of WatchDog will appear on the right. The WatchDog is mainly used to ensure 

the continuous operation of app on unmanaged devices. 
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3.3.7 Kiosk Mode 

The kiosk mode is a system level function created for the scenarios where self-service or business exclusive devices are 

used. After the kiosk mode is enabled, the end user will not be allowed to exit from the current interface. 

Note: there’s no need for you to modify the code, but please ensure that the app supports the return and exit functions. 

 
Setting steps: click "Device" - > "Kiosk Mode", then click "+" to select your device model and select the app that has been 

included in the app store; 

Note: it will take effect after the device is restarted. After the specified app is started, the system will automatically hide 

the navigation bar and status bar and disable the wake-up taps At the same time, the general notification will not interfere 

with the user. 

The default password (4 digits) for kiosk mode is [1234]. You can modify the password in the kiosk mode of the partners 

platform. 
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FAQ: 

1. Which models support kiosk mode? 

We are constantly adapting the kiosk mode function to all non-payment devices. The devices that have been installed with 

this function include T2, K1, S2, T2mini, M2, etc. 

In addition, we have also removed the model restrictions in the cloud. You can select kiosk mode for all your existing 

devices in advance, so that we can also adjust the order of adaptation development according to your choice. 

2. What if the kiosk mode app fails to respond during operation? 

When your kiosk mode app fails to respond, you can unlock the kiosk mode and return to the desktop by long pressing the 

power key for 5 seconds and entering the password in the pop-up window. 

 

3.3.8 Application Lock 
Setting steps: "Device" - > "Application Lock", click the “+” sign to add the app to be locked. The application lock is 

selected according to the device model. Once the application lock is set, you need to enter the password to use the app. 

The initial password of the application lock is 1234. You can click “Edit” to reset it. 

Note: if unattended operation is turned on the remote assistance of the device, but the application lock is set on the remote 

assistance app, it is impossible to operate the device. 
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3.4 Device Configuration 

3.4.1 Card Reader Settings (T1, T2Lite, D1, etc.) 

Models of T1, T2lite, T2, S2, X2, D1, T2s, T2s_ LITE are equipped with MSR / RFID document reader, and the data 

output format of SUNMI card reader can be configured through "Card Reader Setting". The data is output by simulating 

keyboard input. Developers can also obtain card data through instructions. See docs.sunmi.com for details. 

Note: the track data of the configuration area is analog track data. The user uses the track data of the card. 

Setting steps: click "Device Configuration" – > “Card Reader Settings”, and set the start character and end character 

according to requirements. 

 
 

3.4.2 Global Print Effect 

Our handheld device supports changing the system settings (V1 version needs to be upgraded to version 2.10.3 and above), including 

increasing the height and width of the printed font, setting bold font, anti-white, underline and setting the height of each line; you can 

batch set the effect of printer output of channel devices in the background (forcibly overwrite the print setting of App). This setting can 

only be met by upgrading the print version to version 4.0 or above. 
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Setting steps: click “Device Configuration’ - > “Global Print Effect”, and set the required print effect according to needs. 

 
 

3.4.3 Printing Paper Specs 
It provides you with options to select print paper specification and print mode, which is convenient for you to set in batch. 

Setting steps: 

“Model Selection” - > “Choose the Paper Size” - > “Printer Model Selection”, after selecting the Black Label Model, 

observe the schematic diagram on the right side, and carry out paper feeding according to the value saved by the user, so as 

to determine the distance between the last cut position on the black mark paper and the black mark. 

 

3.4.4 Print Setting 
This page provides you with controls for printing alert switches. 

Instructions: 
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After selecting your device model, if the alert switch is turned off, the system will not automatically pop up the alert box 

related to the printer (such as out of paper, overheating alert), and only retain the pop-up window that is not customized by 

the system App; 

 
 

3.4.5 Scanner Setting 
The scanner setting allows you to set the devices with scanner in the cloud. 

1. Output code setting → confirm the output code type 

2. Prompt mode setting → voice prompt can be selected 

3. Trigger mode setting → select pulse mode, or long press to scan the code continuously, release to stop, etc. 

4. Output mode setting → if you need to monitor the output data in the software background, please turn on 

broadcast output mode. 

Note: if the settings of the device itself are inconsistent with those in the cloud, the local settings shall prevail. However, if 

the local settings are cleared, the cloud configuration will be automatically synchronized. 
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3.4.6 Common Settings 

The following functions can be realized through Common Settings: 

1. The third-party app installation: In addition to obtaining apps from our app store by default, whether the device is 

allowed to install apps obtained from other channels (web pages, local, etc.). (This function is invalid for payment devices. 

P1 payment device can only download and install apps from the app store) 

2. Hardware housekeeper cash drawer instruction test page: This function controls whether a password is required for 

opening the cash drawer on the app POS Steward on a device. If not, you can choose to close it. The default password is 

16.20.0.0.0 and cannot be changed. 

3. Display SUNMI ID process when the device is activated: After closing, the SUNMI ID registration module will no 

longer be displayed when the device is activated, and the terminal merchants will not be able to enjoy the powerful 

SUNMI cloud service. 

Tip: This configuration is only available for the latest version and the compatible ROM version. 

4. 、USB debugging protection: it can be set whether the identity of the debugger needs to be authorized and confirmed 

before the device is debugged through USB. 

5. Enable Google settings: the overseas version of the device can choose to turn on / off Google services and Google related 

apps. 

 

 
 

Juan Holgado New
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3.5 Device Upgrade 

3.5.1 Upgrade Management 
You can obtain device information through upgrade management and provide corresponding batch filtering and export 

functions. When there is an update available, you can select batched SN to upgrade the device. 

Setting steps: 

1. Click “Device Configuration” - > “Upgrade Management” to see the device info under the channel. 

 
2. When there is an update available, select SNs to upgrade device in bulk. 

3. You can also "search" and "export" according to the model and date. 

 

3.5.2 Grayscale Together 
You can add SN under the channel to each stage through this function. When upgrading, update packages are pushed in 

turn according to the corresponding chronological order. 

Setting steps: 

1. Enter Grayscale Together page, and click Manage Device; 

2. Click Add Device to add SN, and batch add is also allowed; 

3. After adding SN, you can also select to convert or remove in batch. 
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3.5.3 Automatic Upgrade at Night 
Setting steps: 

1. Enter the “Automatic Upgrade at Night” page and click Setting; 

2. Turn on “Automatic Upgrade at Night” and set the upgrade time; 

3. The device will be upgraded at the specified time. 
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3.6 Device Ownership 
You can use this function to gift your devices to other partners. After gifting, the management right of the device will 

belong to the receiver, and the gifted device cannot be retrieved. 

3.6.1 Device Bound 

Channel distribution partners can assign the devices delivered to customers or branches to this sub account, so that the sub 

account has the management right and customized management function of these devices. 
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Setting steps for sub-account binding devices: 

1. Use master account to log in the Partners Platform; 

2. Click “Device Ownership” - > “Device Bound”, and you can choose “Binding subordinate” to bind the device;  

3. As shown in the figure below, the corresponding field of "Account" will show which sub-account the device is 

bound to, while the "account" displaying "-" means the unbound devices, which are managed by the master 

account. 

4. Batch binding: if you need to batch bind devices to sub account, you can click Batch Binding, select the sub account to be 

bound in the pop-up dialog box, and then directly paste SN (text) or drag excel file to the box for analysis. 

Click the right side and select Binding Sub-account, and select the sub account. 
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Select the sub account to be bound and click OK. 

 
The device has been bound to the selected sub-account. 

 
If needed, you can bind multiple devices to the sub account at one time, click "Batch Binding", the following figure 

appears, click "Select subordinate", paste SN (text) directly or drag excel file into the box, wait for the SN number to 

appear automatically, and click "OK". 
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How to change / withdraw devices bound to sub account? 

1. If the device has been bound to a sub account, the options "Change sub account" and "Withdraw" will appear as shown 

in the figure below. You can replace the sub account and withdraw the device in these two ways. 

2. Batch recovery: If a large number of devices under the sub account need to be recovered, you can also use batch 

recovery. Click "Batch Recovery", select the account to be recovered in batch in the pop-up dialog box, download the 

template and fill in it, then paste SN (text) directly or drag excel file to the box for analysis. 
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3.6.2 Gift Device 

You can gift one/multiple devices or gift multiple devices to multiple accounts in bulk. 

3.6.2.1 Single / Multiple Sets of Device Gifts 

Gifting steps: 

1. Click “Device” - > “Gift Device” - > “Select Device” - > “Select Targeted Account”, and click “Confirm Gift” to gift the 

device; 

Note: the device cannot be taken back after being gifted. If the device is mistakenly gifted, you can contact the other party 

to gift it back. 
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1. The receiver can enter "Device" - > "Gift & Receive Record", find the device to be received, and 

click "Receive" to complete the steps. 

 
 

3.6.2.2 Gift Multi Accounts 
Gift setting steps: 

1. Click “Device” - > “Gift Device” - >” Gift Multi Accounts”, upload files and click” Confirm Gift”; 

Note: the device cannot be taken back after being gifted. If the device is mistakenly gifted, you can contact the other party 

to gift it back. 
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4 Development 

4.1 My App 

Our devices all have built-in app store, and you can distribute your apps to our devices on a large scale through the app 

store. The following is the process of app publishing, app update and grayscale update. 

4.1.1 App Publishing 

You can upload the developed app to the app store, so that users can search the app on the app store of our devices. When 

uploading an app, you can select the distribution region, app charging mode, and app using range. It also supports small-

scale publishing to the specified device when publishing the app for the first time. 

Setting steps: 

1. Click “Development” - > “App Publishing”, and click “+” to upload your APK files or drag the APK files here to upload. 
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2. After the APK files are uploaded, the platform will automatically analyze the installation package, and the installation package name 

and version number will be displayed at the top of the page 

3. Then you need to fill in the app information according to the specifications, set the publishing scope and deployment 

method of the app according to your own needs, and click "Next" in the lower right corner to submit the app details. 
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Note: for the description of the publishing scope and deployment method of app publishing, please refer to 4.1.2 

Publishing Scope of App Publishing (partial visible and small-scale deployment). 

Note: for app upload failure and app review specification, please click here. 

 

1. Set the app price. If you select "Free", users can download your app for free on the app store. If you select "Price", users 

can download your app only after paying. 

The pricing methods of "Long-term", "Year", "Quarter" and "Month" can be set for the charging package. The retail price 

refers to the payment price of the terminal merchant, and the agency price refers to the final settlement price between the 

developer and us every month (this price will deduct 1% of the bank handling fee). For details, please contact the sales 

agent or call 021-61079307-2044. 

 
2. Click "Preview" to view the app details and pricing information. After confirmation, you can directly click "Publish". 

The uploaded or updated apps will be reviewed by us on the platform. Only after passing the manual review can they be 

published on the app store. The review cycle is one working day. 
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About review rules: 

After the app is uploaded successfully, the device bound to your channel can download and install the app directly from the app store 

while the app is waiting for the review. If you select "Publish to All Devices", you need to wait for the app to be reviewed before the 

app can appear on the app store of other channel devices. 

The app uploaded / updated for Sunmi P series devices must pass the system security test and manual review before you 

can download it from the app store. 

 

If the system prompts you that the uploaded app shall have a higher version, please upload the higher version one. It is 

recommended to check whether the version code in the package has an upgraded version. 

 

4.1.2 App Publishing Restrictions (Partially Visible and Small-Scale 

Deployment) 

When uploading and publishing an app for the first time, you can also adjust the "publish range" and "deployment method" 

at the bottom of the page to limit the publishing range of the app. The app will appear only on the app store of the specified 

channel or devices within the specified range. 

“Partially Visible” can make the developers restrict the apps only be downloaded and installed by the devices under their 

channel, or share the apps to be downloaded and installed by the devices from the cooperated channels. 

The small-scale deployment can meet the needs of developers to quickly launch apps. Senior users can be selected for new 

version trial to collect users' opinions, further optimize and reduce the range of users affected by app upgrading. 

The followings are the app publishing scope and deployment method options: 
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[Country / Region]: the app can be seen in Chinese mainland, Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan, and overseas countries. 

[Visible Range]: selecting "All visible" means that all compatible devices can download the app from the app store; There 

are two options for "partially visible". One is "Only available in this channel", which means that only the compatible 

devices under your channel can see the app. The other option is "Visible for other channels", which means that the app can 

be shared with your friends’ channel (the other channel needs to be friends with you), and if "visible for other channels" is 

selected, the app can be uploaded to the other channel’s app store and the devices under that channel can download the app. 

[Deployment Method]: “Deploy All” sets the publishing range of the app according to the selection of publishing range; 

The "Grayscale Deployment" can publish the app in a small range, and the app can be published to the specified 

compatible device for download according to the "Region" and "Device SN". 

Example: 

1. The app is published to all channels and downloaded by the compatible device: 

Setting steps: Select “All Visible” and “Deploy All”; 

2. The app is limited to channel download, and the app is limited to the download of the compatible device under your 

channel: 

Setting steps: Select “Partial Visible” - > “Setting” - > “Only Publish on This Channel” - > “Confirm”; Select “Deploy All”; 

3. The app is limited to channel download, and the app is limited to the download of the adapter device under your channel, 

and the app is shared with the adapter device in other channels: 

Setting steps: 

(1)Before the app is published, the accounts of different channels should first add friends to each other; click "XX master 

account" in the upper right corner of the page, then click "Friends", and then click "Add friend", enter the other party's ID 

(view the application record in "Friends" and "New friend" of the other party's account) to apply for a friend. 

Note: all account types can add friends to each other. When the app is associated with the master account, the master 

account can assign the app to the sub account. When an app is associated with a sub account, the master account knows, 

but it cannot use or allocate the app. 
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(2)Log in to the partners platform with the other party's account, click "New friend" in "Account Information Management", and 

choose “Agree”; 
 

(3)When you upload the app in the platform, select [Visible range] as "Partially visible" - "Setting" - select "Visible for 

other channels" 

(“Only published on this channel” is enabled by default) - OK, and select “Deploy All” 

(4)After the app is reviewed, log in the partners platform with the other party's account, and the shared app can be searched 

in the "App store". After the app is published, the devices under the other party’s channel can search the shared app 

through the app store. 

4. The app is published in a small range and can only be downloaded to the compatible devices in Shanghai where your 

channel device is located: 

Setting steps: select [Visible range] as "Partially visible" - "Setting" - "Only publish on this channel" - "OK", and 

[Deployment method] as "Grayscale deployment", click "Setting" - > “Add by Region ", select" Shanghai "(according to the 

device location), and select" OK ". 
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5. The app is published in a small scale and can only be downloaded to the compatible devices with SNs specified for your 

channel device: 

 

Setting steps: select the [Visible range] as "Partially visible" - "Setting" - "only publish on this channel" - "OK", and select 

the [Deployment method] as "Grayscale deployment", click "Setting" and "Add SN”, input the device SN, and select "OK"  

 

4.1.3 App Uploading-FAQ 

Question 1: When uploading, the system prompts that the APK file name already exists. What should I do? 

If you see this prompt when you upload a new app, it means that a partner has uploaded an APK file with the same 

package name. 
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If this app is not owned by your company, you can check whether this app can be included in your company's app store in 

"My app store". 

If the app is indeed owned by your company, please confirm whether it has been included in the app store. If others have 

included your developed app, you can send an email to us to claim this app. 

Claim email format: 

Title: Claim App 

Email body: claim app - app name (package name), contact person and contact information. The company's document that 

can prove your business has been duly registered and corresponding software copyright certificate shall be added to the 

annex 

Note: the app with the same name here refers to the app name displayed on partners platform, which may be different from 

your real app name. 

Question 2: If the app upload fails, please pay attention to the following: 

If you encounter parsing failure and other information that cannot be uploaded, please confirm that APK compilation and 

packaging are normal. The app can’t be published if the following conditions exist. 

1. When APK is compiled, the ARM file is not included in the package file, which will prevent normal installation. 

2. When APK is compiled, the app signature is not packaged in the package file, which will lead to signature exception. 

3. When APK is compiled, it does not select a higher version number (versionCode) than the previous one, which will lead 

to the failure to submit the app. 

4. When uploading the update package, if you are prompted that the package name is inconsistent, please check whether 

the APK package name has changed or whether there is an error in uploading the APK package. 

5. Please upload the app using Google Chrome browser. 

Question 3: App review specification 

1. App Basic Information Criterion 

 1.1 The app name shall be consistent with the name displayed on the device after installation;  

 1.2 The app introduction and update description are consistent with the actual functions; 

1.3 The app introduction and update description shall not contain illegal contents such as endangering national security, 

vulgarity and eroticism; 

1.4 You should provide at least three real App screenshots (not photos), and the screenshots shall be clear, without 

watermark, portriat or landscape depending on the app, and all screenshots shall be in the same orientation; 

1.5 If you need to log in to use the app, it is necessary to fill in the test account in the remarks column. If there is no login 

function, fill in the remarks: no login function (10 words); 

2. App Function Criterion 

2.1 There is no crash during app startup and operation; 

2.2 The app can be installed or uninstalled normally; 

2.3 The app page layout is reasonable, suitable for portrait or landscape screens, and there is no distortion caused by 

resizing; 

2.4 Clear division of app function modules, smooth and complete functions; 

3. App Security Criterion (DON’T) 

3.1 The permission applied by the app is inconsistent with its actual function; 
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3.2 The app consumes too much network data; 

3.3 The app does not have virus code characteristics; 

3.4 The app has no root code feature; 

3.5 The suspended window advertisement shall not pop up frequently during the use of the app to 

interrupt the user operation and affect the user experience; 

4. Payment Security Criterion 
4.1 According to the requirements of UnionPay specifications, the app to be published on the payment device shall not 

apply for the following permissions. 
 

Permission 

type 
Permission content Note 

Payment 

authority android.permission.ACCESS_LOCATION_EXT

RA_COMMANDS 

Allow apps to access additional locations to provide 

commands 

Payment 

authority android.permission.ACCESS_SURFACE_FLIN

GER 

The bottom graphic display support on the platform 

is generally used for game or camera preview 

interface and screen capture of bottom mode 

Payment 

authority android.permission.BRICK 
It is very dangerous to disable the mobile phone. As 

the name suggests, it is to turn the mobile phone into a 

brick 

Payment 

authority android.permission.CHANGE_COMPONENT_E

NABLED_STATE 

Change whether the component is enabled 

Payment 

authority android.permission.CHANGE_CONFIGURATI

ON 

Allow a program to modify current settings, such as 

localization 

Payment 

authority android.permission.CELL_PHONE_MASTER_E

X 

Mobile optimization master extension permission 

Payment 

authority android.permission.DELETE_PACKAGES Allow programs to delete apps 

Payment 

authority android.permission.DISABLE_KEYGUARD Allow the program to disable the keyboard lock 

Payment 

authority android.permission.INJECT_EVENTS 
Allow a program to intercept user events such as 

keys, touch, trackball, etc. 

Payment 

authority android.permission.MASTER_CLEAR Allow programs to perform soft formatting and delete 

system configuration information 

Payment 

authority android.permission.MODIFY_AUDIO_SETTIN

GS 

Modify sound setting 

Payment 

authority android.permission.MOUNT_FORMAT_FILES

YSTEMS 

Format a removable file system, such as an SD card 

Payment 

authority android.permission.PROCESS_OUTGOING_CA

LLS 

Allow programs to monitor, modify, or discard 

broadcast calls 
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4.1.4 App Update 
After the app is uploaded, if you want to update the app version later, you can also operate on the App Management page 

of the partners platform. 

Permission 

type 
Permission content Note 

Payment 

authority android.permission.READ_FRAME_BUFFER Read frame cache for screenshots 

Payment 

authority android.permission.READ_LOGS Allow programs to read the underlying system 

log files 

Payment 

authority android.permission.READ_OWNER_DATA Allow programs to read owner data 

Payment 

authority android.permission.READ_SMS Allow programs to read SMS messages 

Payment 

authority android.permission.REBOOT Allow programs to restart devices 

Payment 

authority android.permission.SET_PROCESS_FOREGROUN

D 

Allow the currently running program to force to 

the foreground 

Payment 

authority android.permission.SET_PROCESS_LIMIT Allow programs to set a limit on the maximum 

number of processes 

Payment 

authority android.permission.SET_TIME Set system time 

Payment 

authority android.permission.SET_TIME_ZONE Set system time zone 

Payment 

authority android.permission.SET_WALLPAPER Allow programs to set wallpaper 

Payment 

authority android.permission.SET_WALLPAPER_HINTS Allow programs to set wallpaper hits 

Payment 

authority android.permission.SIGNAL_PERSISTENT_PROC

ESSES 

Allow the program to request a signal to all 

displayed processes 

Payment 

authority android.permission.WRITE_CALENDAR The schedule is written but not readable 

Payment 

authority android.permission.WRITE_CALENDAR The contact person is written but not readable 

Payment 

authority android.permission.WRITE_SECURE_SETTINGS Allow programs to read and write system 

security sensitive settings 

Payment 

authority android.permission.WRITE_SETTINGS Allow programs to read or write system settings 

Payment 

authority android.permission.SHUTDOWN Shutdown 

Payment 

authority android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION 
The positioning information of the satellite is 

received through the GPS chip, and the 

positioning accuracy is within 10 meters 

Payment 

authority android.permission.SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOW Display system window 

Payment 

authority android:allowBackup="false" 
Allow backup and recovery of app data. This 

attribute needs to be configured 

Payment 

authority android:debuggable="true" Allow debug mode 

Payment 

authority android:exported="true" Allow to be started by a component of another 

application 

Payment 

authority android:sharedUserId="android.uid.system" Allow programs to run in system processes (run 

with system permissions) 
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4.1.5 App Update Process 
Update process: 

1. Click “Development” - > “My App” - > “App Publishing”, and select “Detail” - > “Update Version”. 

 

2. Click "Upgrade Version" on the app upload page and select APK file to upload the new version. The old version will be 

automatically removed. 

 
3. Click “OK”, and then improve relevant information (no less than 10 words for remarks), and click “Update” to upload 

app version update. 
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About review rules: 

1. After the app is uploaded successfully, the device bound to your channel can download and install the app directly from the app 

store while the app is waiting for review. If you select "Publish All”, you need to wait for the app to be reviewed before the app can 

appear on the app store of other channel devices. 

2. The app uploaded / updated for Sunmi P series devices must pass the system security test and manual review before you 

can download the app on the app store. 

 

4.1.6 The Methods for Device to Obtain the App Update 

In the app settings of our app store, you can enable the options of "App automatic update” and "Data saving mode" by 

default. 

When the device is connected to WiFi, if the app is not running, it will complete the version update by itself; If the app is 

running, a pop-up window will appear to prompt the update operation. 

When the device is connected to the mobile network, check whether the "Data saving mode" in the app is enabled. When it 

is enabled by default, the app will not be updated automatically; If "Data saving mode" is turned off, all apps will update 

automatically. 

When the update app is published on the partners platform, the message will be immediately pushed to the deployed devices, 

and the devices will pull the update list; The specific effective time depends on the network conditions (server response and  

whether the device is networked). If you need it coming into effect as soon as possible, the device can be restarted; 

Restarting the device will synchronously pull the list update. 
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4.1.7 App Update - Grayscale Publishing 

We provide grayscale deployment function to meet your actual needs. After developing a new version of the app, you can deploy on 

some devices according to the geographical location of the device or the device SN. The app will appear only on the app store of the 

devices within the grayscale deployment range. The app can be launched quickly to meet the needs of users, or senior users can be 

selected for new version trial to collect users' opinions, further optimize and reduce the range of users affected by app upgrading. 

Setting steps: 

1. Click “App Management”, and select the app needing to be updated and click “Details”, then you can view the “Update Version” and “Add 

Grayscale Update”. 

 
2. You can select "Add Grayscale Upgrade" or "Upgrade Version" on the app upload page. Click "Add Grayscale 

Upgrade" to enter the grayscale upgrade deployment page. 
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3. You can publish the app to the specified device for download in a small range according to the "Region" and "Device SN" on the app 

update grayscale deployment page. Fill in "Upgrade description" and "Remarks" (the remarks shall be filled in no less than 10 words). 

After confirmation, you can directly click "Publish". 

 

Note: if grayscale is published to other channels, you need to add friends to each other in advance and set the visible range 

as "Partially visible", and then select other channels for grayscale deployment. You can switch back to the "Detail” page to 

modify the visible range of app publishing. 
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4. The grayscale deployment update app also needs to be reviewed by us, and the review cycle is one working day. For app 

under review, devices in this channel can download it directly from the app store. 

5. If no problems are found in the small-scale trial, you can also click "Adjust gray range", increase the deployment range, 

and expand the trial range to confirm whether the new app is effective. Of course, you can also decrease the grayscale 

range and the user range affected by app upgrading. 
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6. If a bug is found in the new version of the app during the trial, you can click "Pause draft release" on the right to stop the 

publish of this version; And you can click "Upgrade version" to upload an update package with a higher version to replace 

the last one, and the old one will be removed. Even when the grayscale publishing app is waiting for the review, it supports 

the replacement of a new package by clicking "Upgrade version" to upload a new grayscale package. 

7. After confirming that the new version can be fully published, you can change the grayscale package by clicking "Switch to 

production release", and the previous one will be removed. 
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As shown in the figure, converting the grayscale package v2.9.5 to the official version will replace the previous official 

version v2.9.3, and the old version v2.9.3 will be automatically removed from the store; 

4.2 Debugger (How to Debug the Device) 

(This instruction is only applicable to non-payment devices. If you need to open the debugging permission of Sunmi P 

series devices, please contact our sales personnel) 

We provide the control function of device debugging permission. You can open USB debugging protection in the partners 

platform, and then obtain the verification code through email or mobile phone. The device can be debugged only after 

debugging verification. 

Setting steps: click "Device Management" - > "Device Configuration" - > "Common" to open "USB debugging protection". 
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Note: 

1) The control of debugging permission is only effective for devices bound to partners (channels). 

2) We adhere to the principle of altruism. If you need multiple departments and personnel for debugging and the 

security can be guaranteed, in order to make you conduct device debugging more conveniently and quickly, you can 

also turn off the "USB debugging protection", so you can directly debug the device without verifying the identity of 

the debugger. 

Debugging steps: 

1. Verify the debugging authority through the debugger account 

If you enable "USB debugging protection", the developer needs to obtain debugging permission through email or mobile 

phone to debug the devices. You can add the mobile phone or email of the debugger (developer) on the partners platform. 

Steps to add a device debugger: click "Debugger" in "App Management", click "Add debugger", fill in the "mobile phone 

number", "email address" and "name" information of the debugger, and click "Save". 
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2. Use USB to connect the debugging device 

Debugging steps: 

1)After making sure that you have the mobile phone or mailbox with debugging permission, connect the device to the 

computer. It is recommended that you debug the device under Windows system. If the device can be correctly recognized 

by the computer, a pop-up prompt of “Debug" will appear. 

Note: if the device is not recognized by the computer, please confirm whether it is caused by the following reasons: 

⚫ Poor contact, please plug and unplug the USB interface several times for confirmation. 

⚫ The data cable is faulty. Change the data cable to see if the device can be identified. 

⚫ The computer does not have an Android device driver installed. You can use a third-party tool software to 

install it. 

2)Click "Debug", and you’ll enter the step of verifying the permission of mobile phone number or email. At the same time, 

the USB debugging mode of the device will be turned on by itself (this refers to the basic debugging mode, not the 

permission); Click "OK" to exit the pop-up window, and the USB debugging mode will not be turned on. 

3)After entering the mobile phone number or email address of the debugger added previously, click "Get verification code", 

and we will send the verification code to the mobile phone or email, fill in the verification code, and click "Authorize and 

start debugging" 
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4)After entering the correct verification code, the message "you have completed authorization and can start debugging" will be displayed. At this time, you 

can check whether there is output in logcat to determine whether the device can be debugged. The effective time to turn on debugging mode is 7 days. 

 

 

 

 

5 Value Added Service 

5.1 Remote Assistance 
Remote assistance relies on the partners platform, through which you can remotely manage the devices under your channel: 

1. For each device, you can view the basic information of the device, such as model, geographic location, version 

information, installed app list, switch, etc. 

2. You can remotely control the devices to be supported, view the device desktop in real time on the partners platform, 

provide support and assistance, exchange information with each other, and save travel time and expenses. 

3. You can know the distribution of channel devices in specific areas at any time through the device map, and carry out 

marketing activities according to business needs. Note: the number of online devices depends on whether the device 

upgrades to the latest version and whether the device uses WiFi network. 

5.1.1 Remote Management 
1. Click “More” – “Device Information” to view the CPU, memory, power, and storage space of the selected device, as 

well as the local information, network status, peripheral information, and printer version of the selected device. 
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2. Click "Device Information" - "Application" to view the version number and size of the app installed on the selected 

device and whether it is running on the device. The leftmost part of the app will show whether the app is running. 

 
3. Click "Device Information" - "Settings" to view the wireless network status, developer options, personalized settings, 

security, and general settings of the selected device. 
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5.2 Remote Control 

1. For the devices bound to the channel, you can directly click "Remote Control" to connect to the remote device to view 

the operation screen, and can directly click "Apply for remote control" button to apply for remote control to assist 

merchants in troubleshooting. 

 
2. The remote assistance device can send files or information to the remote device in the partners platform, and the device 

can view the information through "···" in the upper right corner. 
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3. You can quickly locate the remote device requiring remote control through SN search on the partners platform. When 

the remote device enters the remote assistance interface and remains here, the "Remote Control" button will change from 

gray to black to be clickable; 
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4. Click “Remote Control” button, and you can apply remote connection to the device. 

 
5. The remote device will prompt "XXX is asking for the control of your device, do you agree?". After the other party 

clicks "Agree", the remote connection can be successful. If it times out and there’s no action, the device will automatically 

decline. 
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Note: if the screen of the remote device cannot be displayed, it is recommended to use the remote-control function through 

Google Chrome browser. 

6. Through "Remote Control", you can view the screen display of the remote device, and remotely control and use the 

function keys of the device. 

 
7. The remote control can also be turned off directly in the device. Click three points and select the shutdown button. 

 
If the "Remote Control" button cannot be clicked, try the following: 

1. Contact the other party to turn on the device and keep it in WiFi connection status; 
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2. Open the "Remote Assistance" app on the device desktop;
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5.3 Remote Control - Unattended 

[Unattended] You can remotely access and manage unattended devices at any time; 

Setting steps: 

1. Turn on the [Unattended] switch of the remote assistance app - > The device has been turned on unattended on the 

[partners platform] - > Click [Remote Control] and wait for the device to wake up - > [Enter control] 

 
2. [Device Remarks] You can customize the device name under your account to distinguish different devices in different 

stores. 

 
3. Enter device through [Operation] - add remarks for device in [Current device] 

 

5.4 Remote Control - Other Settings 

Since the launch of remote assistance, we have helped many partners to solve practical problems, which has been affirmed 

and put forward new requirements for us. After investigation, we have launched a functional suite based on training 

scenarios, with the following functions: 

 
1. Screen quality switching: 

Manually switch the two modes of quality priority and speed priority according to the current network quality; 
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2. Node selection: 

Basing on where the device is located, the system will automatically switch to optimal node; 

 

3. Voice call: 

During remote control, both parties can turn on microphone to improve communication efficiency (T1, D1 and other 

desktop devices need external microphones) 
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4. Text communication 

During remote control, if the microphone is unavailable, both parties can communicate through text; 

 

5. Comments: 

During remote control, if the party being controlled can’t understand something, he/she can make comments; 
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6. Laser pen: 

During remote control, if the party being controlled wants to see your operation path, he/she can use a laser pen. 

 

7. File transfer 

During remote control, the file can be distributed to each terminal through the file transfer function, and the terminal log 

can also be obtained. 
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5.5 Device Grouping Management 
Setting steps: 

1. Click “+” sign to select the type and create a group; 

 
2. Select ungrouped devices, click batch, and move them to the group you want; 

 
 
3. Select a group to which you confirm that the device belongs, and then click OK. 
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5.6 Other Remote Management 
1. File Distribution 

Files can be distributed by selecting a specified device or a specified model. 

 
2. Message sending: 

You can send messages to designated devices or batch devices to facilitate the unified push of messages to the end users. 

 
3. Uninstall app 

You can remotely manage related apps on the device and uninstall apps in batch. 
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4. Device restart and shutdown 

The remote device can be restarted and shut down by remote control. 

 
5. Clear screen lock password and device lock 

If the user forgets the screen lock password, the password can be cleared by remote control. 

In case of device loss, the device can be locked to avoid information loss. 
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Note: 

The ROM version of the device should be the latest version, and the device is networked, otherwise remote assistance may 

not be able to complete the operation. 

6. Remote ADB debugging and log acquisition 

When the device is under stable network, ADB debugging can be carried out remotely and log information can be obtained. 

Note: if you don't know how to operate, you can click "?" in the upper right corner to query the remote ADB process. 

 
 

5.7 Geo-fence 
You can set the use area of the specified device or model through the geographic fence. If the device is out of this area, it 

will alert and send an email to the specified mailbox to lock and protect the device. 

Note: 

Geo-fence means to circle a virtual geographic boundary with a virtual fence. When a device is out of the area you set, the 

geo-fence will send you an email. 

Setting steps: 

1. Click the “Setting” sign in the upper right corner to display the setting interface. You can make corresponding settings 

according to your needs. 
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2. Click “Create geo-fence” in the upper right corner to make corresponding settings. 

 

 
 

5.8 Strategy Management 
1. Customer launcher: the desktop can be customized according to needs. And you can set the app that you need on the 

device according to different situations. Employees cannot exit the user interface. Thus, employees can focus more on their 

work by automatically switching the user-defined interface and unlocking interface according to different time or location. 

2. On/off timer: you can use this function to turn on / off the device in a timed manner for a certain device or a certain 

device group, which is convenient for self-service scenarios. 

3. APN: APN refers to a network access technology. It is a parameter that must be configured when the device accesses 

the Internet. It determines the access mode through which the device accesses the network. 

4. Settings control: set WiFi, Bluetooth, GPS, flight mode, sound enable / disable, etc. for a certain set / batch of devices 

5. App permission control: it is to set whether an app can use permissions such as network, file reading and writing, 

installing / uninstalling apps, screen recording, voice, reading address book, etc. 
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5.9 Account Overview 
Account overview presents the details of using remote assistance for this account, as well as package and consumption 

details of this account. 

Click to select the purchasing package; 

Free version: limited free trial. Flex edition: features can be purchased on demand. Premium edition: pay per set / year, 

including all features 
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Click “Order Management” to view and manage the purchase orders. 

Note: 

When invoicing, if you have not purchased device on our platform with your account, the invoice cannot be issued since 

there is no tax number information in your account. Please contact the sales personnel to provide the tax number and we 

will complete the information. 

 

 

 

 

 

5.10 License Management 
After the account device uses the license, you can view the corresponding relationship between SN and bound license in 

the "Remote Assistance - License Management " module. If all account licenses have been used, you can unbind some 

licenses (no more than 5% of the total). 
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5.11 Help Desk Channel 
You can view the message left by the users to the PTN platform under the account in the "Remote Assistance - Help Desk 

Channel " module. The user can leave a message to the PTN platform through the "Click for help" button at the device. 

The PTN platform can reply by SN, and the reply content can include text and pictures. If the PTN platform closes the 

"Click for help" function, the users cannot send information to the PTN platform. 
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6 Data Center 

6.1 Device Statistics 
6.1.1 Device Information 

You can view the current usage of the activated devices, such as printing distance, cutting times and cash drawer opening 

times of each device. 

Viewing steps: click Data Center - > Device Information 
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6.1.2 Data Subscription 
You can create a subscription task in the Data Subscription interface, select the data type, sending frequency, and enter the 

email address. The system will send the data file to your email regularly. 

Setting steps: 

1. Click “Data Subscription” in the upper right corner 

2. Click “New Subscription”, and select the data type, sending frequency, and enter the email address, then click “OK”. 

3. If you need to modify subscription data, you can select a task in the subscription list to edit; 
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Note: 

The terminal device will transmit the statistics to the server after 12 a.m. local time; and the statistics will be made in our 

platform at 3-4 a.m. in China time zone, and then be displayed in your platform. 

 

6.1.3 Device Application 

You can view the currently installed apps of the activated devices, and click "Currently Installed App(s)" on the right to 

view the specific app name. 

Viewing steps: click “Data Center” - > “Device Application” 
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6.1.4 Device Lifecycle 

You can view the delivery and activation date of the device under your channel, and get the hang of which device has been activated and 

the warranty period of the device at any time. The start of the warranty period of our devices is calculated as 30 days from the activation 

date or the shipping date, and the date first reached is taken as the actual starting date of the warranty period. 

Viewing steps: click “Data Center” - > “Device Lifecycle” 
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6.1.5 Activation Statistics 
You can view the activation status of all your devices on this interface, filtered by the time period or device model. 

There are two statistical comparison methods, respectively fixed time, and dynamic comparison. Fixed time refers to the 

comparison within the confirmed time period, and dynamic comparison refers to the comparison of data in different time 

periods. 

 

6.1.6 Active Device 

You can view the utilization rate of the devices within 30 days to know which merchants have high utilization rate of devices, and thus 

collect the terminal data usage information. 

Viewing steps: click “Data Center” - > “Active Device” 
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6.2 Data Count 

You can view the data usage of the devices to know which apps are used and which devices are highly used by the 

merchants, and thus collect the terminal data usage information. 

Viewing step: click “Data Center” - > “My Data Count” 

Note: 

1. The Data Count is only specific to the devices using data, and the devices connected to WiFi are not displayed 

temporarily; 

2. The Data Count function needs to be activated when you register the partners platform, otherwise this function will not 

be enabled. 
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7 Account Center 
You can edit and modify the basic information such as "Basic Information", "Personal Center" and "Sub-account" in the 

“Account Center”, as well as manage the operator and friends. In order to facilitate management, the administrator of the 

partners platform can add an operator account and assign specific permissions to him/her, so that the operator can log in 

the partners platform independently and use the management functions provided by the platform within his/her authority. 

7.1 Company Information 
You can edit and modify basic information such as company tax number, name and address in the “Basic Information”. 

 
 

7.2 Personal Center 
1. Personal Information: You can modify password, email and mobile phone number here. If you forget your password, 

you can choose “Forget the password” in the login interface and reset the new password through the registered email or 

mobile phone number. 
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2. Unbind the relationship between the operator account and the company account (master account or sub account): 

Unbinding steps: click “Unbinding” to unbind the operator's account with the company account, thus it will cancel the 

management relationship, and all function modules will disappear. The operator account will become an independent 

account. You need to complete the information of the new company, and then it will become the new master account after 

being reviewed by us. 

 
 

7.3 Sub-account 
In order to meet the management needs of complex relationships such as subordinate organizations or branches and 

distribution customers, you can add sub accounts on the "My Subaccount" page according to business needs to realize 

hierarchical management or collaborative management. 

 

There are two types of sub accounts: 

1、Control subordinate: a sub account that is completely controlled by the master account and can manage all customized 

functions. The master account assigns management permissions to the sub account. And the sub account can manage 

customized contents such as grouping app store, and provide an operator account to partners to manage this sub account 

cooperatively. The sub account does not need to be registered by invitation. The master account can quickly create a 

controlled sub account 

2、Cooperation subordinate: It suits for channel distribution customers. They can independently create customer 

relationships to allocate devices to the customer during shipment. All customization functions of the sub account are 

controlled by the administrator of the sub account. 

 

7.3.1 Control Subordinate 
1. How to add a control subordinate? 

The master account can directly create a control subordinate in the platform without inviting registration and filling in 

company information. 

Setting steps: 

1） Click "My Subaccount" on the "System Management" page and click "Add Control Subordinate"; 

 
2)Fill in the required information and click "Save". 
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2. How to use the control subordinate? 

1. The control subordinate is used under the condition that the master account directly controls the functions of the sub 

account without the login of the administrator of the sub account. 

2. The control subordinate has no account and password for platform login. It performs the management by clicking “To 

Manage” on the master account page to switch to its management page. 

 
3. If you need employees of subordinate organizations or branches to assist in managing the devices of the sub account, 

you need to add operators and assign corresponding management permissions to the sub account. Then the employees can 

log in the platform by using the operator's account to assist in managing the device functions assigned to the sub account. 

To add operators and assign management permissions, please refer to operator management and role management. 

Note: the app store of the control subordinate completely follows the master account. If the master account has applied for 

the white list function, the app store of the sub account will also change to the white list mode, and then the app store 

settings of the sub account can be configured according to the master account. 
3. Configuration method of control subordinate 

1、The master account can set the configuration of the app store for the control subordinate. Click "Settings" on the right 

side of the control subordinate to set it; 

 
2、The following management methods can be configured for the app store of the control subordinate: (Click “?” to view 

the function description) 

[Completely independent and free app store] the sub account can select apps from all apps in our app store; 

[Copy the app store of the master account] the apps of the sub account are always consistent with that of the master 

account, including the settings of automatic installation and the app only published on the master account. The [App list] 

of sub account cannot be operated and managed and can only be displayed; 
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[Select from the app store of the master account] the sub account selects apps within the scope of the master account's apps, 

including apps that are only published on the master account; 

[Master account sets apps for sub account] the whole app store of the sub account is set by the master account, and the 

apps that can be published include those that are limited to the master account. The [App list] of sub account cannot be 

operated and managed and can only be displayed; 

 
4. Convert a control subordinate into a cooperation subordinate 

The partners platform provides the conversion function of sub account identity, which allows you to convert the "control subordinate" into the 

"cooperation subordinate ", and hand over the platform management right to the "cooperation subordinate ". After conversion, you can no longer 

switch back to the "control subordinate ". 

Conversion steps: 

1)Click “Control Subordinate” and select “Operate” - > “Convert”; 

2)Fill in a new administrator’s email of cooperation subordinate, and click “Save”; 

3)Complete activation step through email, and improve the company information of the sub account and set the password. 

 
 

7.3.2 Cooperation Subordinate 

It is applicable to channel distribution partners, who can independently create customer relationships, so that devices can 

be assigned to the sub account during shipment. All customization functions of the sub account are controlled by the 

administrator of the sub account. 

1. How to add a cooperation subordinate 
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When adding a cooperation subordinate, you need to fill in the administrator's email of the sub account and invite the 

cooperation subordinate to complete the following steps, such as activating the account by mail and setting the password. 

The steps to create a cooperation subordinate are as follows: 

1） Click "Add cooperation subordinate " 

 

2） Fill in the required information, and click "Save". 

 

3） Inform your cooperation subordinate’s administrator to complete the following steps, such as activating the account by mail and setting the 

password. If the sub account has been activated, the status will display "Normal"; If the sub account is not activated, the status will display 

"Required to be registered" 

4） The initial password of the cooperation subordinate is visible in the invitation registration email, and the password 

needs to be modified for the first login 

5） The cooperation subordinate needs to complete the company information and submit it to us for review (the review 

time is one working day). After receiving the approval email, the sub account will become a formal partner. 
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2. How to manage cooperation subordinate 

You can use the account and password of the sub account to log in the partners platform to manage all the devices. All the 

customization functions are controlled by the administrator of the sub account; If you need other people to assist in 

management, you can add operators on the "My operator" page to coordinate management. 
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7.4 Friends Management 
You can manage friends, add and delete friends on the platform. By entering the other party's ID in "Add friend", you can 

apply for a new friend. After becoming friends, the developer can make apps that are not visible in all channels visible to 

the friend's account device. 

1. Click “Friends” to enter the page for managing friends 

 
2. Query friend ID and add friend 

 

 
3. After initiating a friend application through adding friend, click "Addition Record" on the friend 

page, and then click “Agree”. 

 

 
 

7.5 Operator Management and Role Management 

Your management role depends on your account type and there are two user roles here: 
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[Administrator]: the administrator can use all the functions of this account, create and delete operators, and assign 

management permissions to operators, and can also transfer the identity to one of the operators. 

[Operator]: the operator can only use some functions assigned by the administrator, and can assist the administrator in 

managing the devices of this account. 

1. Add operator 

The module of "My operator" is visible only to administrator account. After logging in the partners platform, the 

administrator can add operators on this page, assign different management permissions to different operators, and let the 

operators assist in the management of devices in the company's channel. 

Steps for adding operators: 

1. Click “System Management” - > “My Operator” - > “Add the Operator” 

 
2. Enter the mailbox and name of the operator, and the mailbox is used as the login account of the operator. 

 
3. Click "Select permissions" to assign management permissions to the operator: 

 
4. Select the needed permissions for each module 
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5、The selected functions will be displayed as shown in the figure below 

 
6. After logging in the email, the operator will find an email named "Add operator notification", just click the link to 

activate the account and set the login password. (Note: if you have logged in the partners platform account before, please 

log out first, then open the email again, select "Click on to activate it", and set the operator login password in the newly 

opened web page.) 

 
7. After the step of adding an operator is completed, the operator can log in the partners platform to help manage the 

devices. 
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2. Deleting operator 

If you need to delete one of the operator accounts, you can log in the partners platform with the administrator account and 

delete the corresponding operator account in "My operator" page. 

 
3. Administrator authority transfer 

You can also transfer the administrator authority to other operators and change this operator as a new administrator. And 

then the original administrator will become an operator. 

 

For example: 

The current "Account A" is an administrator. Click "Transfer" and enter the current administrator’s password to confirm 

the transfer. Then you can promote "Account B" as the new administrator. 

 
The administrator is transferred successfully. Now, "Account B" is promoted to be the administrator, and "Account A" 

becomes an ordinary operator. 

 


